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1. Executive Summary 
This document comprises deliverable D7.1 Plan of training activities of WP7 Training working package within 
A-WEAR project. It contains a collection of the initial PCDPs established and approved for each ESR. 
 

2. List of DCDPs 
The complete set of PCDPs signed by each fellow and main supervisors. 
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 Lucie Klus - Personal Career Development Plan

Name of fellow:
Ing. Lucie Klus

Department and university at Beneficiary side:
Tampere University, ITC, Electrical engineering

Department and university at the academic secondment side:
Jaume I University, Institute of New Imaging Technologies

Planned industrial secondment:
3 months in IDOM, Spain

Name of the Main Supervisor:
Prof. Jari Nurmi (TAU)

Name of the additional academic and industrial supervisors:
Assoc. Prof. Elena-Simona Lohan (TAU)
Dr. Carlos Granell Canut (UJI)
M.Sc. Jesús de Diego Alarcon (IDOM)
Jelena Stosic (IDOM)
Date: 28.10.2019
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 Lucie Klus - Personal Career Development Plan

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED:

Large-scale crowdsourcing-based wearables data gathering and processing
· Create novel robust approaches for location databases storage, compression and transfer of

wearables-based crowdsensed data
· Detect outliers and model statistically spurious interferences in crowdsourcing-based wearables

data
· Study the vulnerabilities of crowdsourced wearables data for public safety and methods to

increase the safety
· Increase crowdsensing efficiency in terms of data storage and transfer data rates by 40%

Long-term career objectives (over 5 years):

My current priority objective is to successfully finish the PhD studies under A-WEAR program in three years.
During this time, I would like to deepen my knowledge and become a specialist in my field with defined set
of skills and knowledge base. Currently, I find myself a well-informed graduate with very broad knowledge
and technical skills, which I would like to further extend in the narrow sense. Also, I would like to focus on
deepening my language skills including English and Spanish.

After finally defending my dissertation thesis and graduating, I see myself choosing one of two possible
directions. The first one is to continue my career in research as post-doctoral researcher at the university.
This would allow me to further extend my background in technical studies and to pursue my dream of
research hand in hand with educating the next generations and sharing my knowledge. The second option is
to get a job in an industrial company, which would allow me to obtain more practical skills in the industry.
Anyway, this choice would probably be only temporary, as in 20 years I certainly see myself in an academic
area again.

The decision toward which I will decide in three years will be made on my current mindset, as well as on the
opportunities that I will be presented with (and which I present myself with). Also, I would like to use the
next three years to gain as much experience and skills (as described below) as possible, to help me with my
decision.

In my opinion, the most important aspects of my success will be continuously obtaining deeper and broader
knowledge of the topic of my current research, improving my language and communications skills and getting
more visible within the community by

· Studying and reading state-of-art literature
· Attending viable courses at both universities
· Completing various web seminars
· Attending conferences and expert lectures
· Creating own approaches and experimenting with obtained information
· Being in active contact with other researchers
· Creating my personal network
· Giving lectures (teaching experience) and presentations
· Improving my language skills
· Sharing important discoveries with public via mass media and social networks
· Creating videos promoting the program, as well as educating the public
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 Lucie Klus - Personal Career Development Plan

Short-term objectives (1-2 years):

The first set of objectives, that I encountered at the start of my doctoral studies, is oriented around getting
to know my topic, new community and fulfilling the requirements from primary and secondary university
and the program itself. Those include:

· Creating a study plan and other supporting documents (first months)
· Deepening my understanding and knowledge of the topic (emphasis on the first year, viable

throughout the study period)
· Identifying the possibilities and open research questions within the topic (first months)
· Improving my programming skills (MATLAB, Python – first year) and possibly learning new ones

(Java – second year)
· Creating a personal network within university and research community in regard to my field (first

year)
· Learning the basics of the Spanish language (before starting the secondment in September 2020)

As the further short-term objectives, I intend to:
· Write a minimum of 2 publications per year throughout the course of the project as the first

author and several others as the secondary author
· Obtain viable practical skills in industry during my secondment in the IDOM company, Spain
· Advance through the milestones of my project

Anticipated publications:
· URSI 2019, Tampere, Finland – presented paper on the topic of “Crowdsourcing solutions for

data gathering from wearables” with focus on division of data types most commonly gathered
from wearable, big data repositories and open research questions; The topic of open research
questions and further identifying of the research possibilities within the topic will be studied in
more detail during the course “Orientation to the doctoral studies” while writing a literature
review.

· ICL-GNSS 2020 – I intend to participate at the conference by presenting a paper focused on my
newest findings and progress

· Further, I intend to write a minimum of 6 publications throughout the course of the project as
the first author (2 publications per year) and several others as the secondary author. I would like
to present several of them in the scope of prestigious conferences.

Anticipated conference, workshop attendance, courses, and / or seminar presentations:
· 1-week orientation camp and Fall school, Tampere, December 2019
· Ruka DELTA winter school, 10-13 Fen 2019
· ICL-GNSS 2020, Tampere, 2-4 June 2020
· Half-day A-WEAR workshop at AGILE 2020, TBD, probably 2nd or 3rd week of June 2020
· 4-day Summer school at UJI, Castellon, 23-26 June 2020
· 4-days, Fall school at UPB, Bucharest, 12-16 October 2020
· ICUMT 2020 conference, probably October/November 2020

Desired training in specific new areas, or technical expertise within the scope of the project:
· First aid training for employees of Tampere University
· Complementary skills training on languages, communications, business, fundraising and

entrepreneurship skills
· A course on ethics within a university
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 Lucie Klus - Personal Career Development Plan

Planned courses:
TAU
TST-90007 Orientation to Doctoral Studies, 3-5 ECTs

· This subject consists of three parts: lecture diary essays, literature review and preliminary
research scheme

· Serves as a backbone to support new doctoral students
ELT-49506- Graduate Research Seminar in Communications Engineering, 3-6 ECTs

· Course consists of presentations by other doctoral students, own presentation and acting as an
opponent to a fellow PhD student

SGN-22006 Signal Compression, 5 ECTs (period 4)
· Course provides a deep understanding of traditional, as well as off-the-shelf signal compression

techniques
SGN-43006 Knowledge Mining and Big Data, 5 ECTs (period 4)

· Advanced course on techniques extracting information from data, as well as on data processing
and storage efficiency

UJI
Course on localization
Reproducible Research Practices

· Explains concepts, tools and best practices to do reproducible research projects.
· The course consists of lectures and final project

Intensive Spanish Courses B1/B2/C1 (or A1/A2), 3 ECTs

Desired communication skills to be acquired include:
· Presentation skills and on-stage confidence
· Working group organization and task management
· Clear information sharing by giving lectures
· Technical and creative writing skills in journal papers and media

Desired training in other skills:
· Teaching experience – as a part of my doctoral studies, I would like to lead lectures or exercises

from a technical-based subject at Tampere University to improve my information sharing skills,
leading skills, crowd organization and management and other communication skills. This
opportunity may also indicate, whether I should focus more on technical research in industry or
education.

Other activities with professional relevance:
· Promoting the A-WEAR program, European Union’s Horizon 2020, the Marie Curie Actions and

the research results of our team by giving a presentation at a high-school Gimnazjum im. Juliusza
Slowackiego w Czeskim Cieszynie in Czech Republic (and other schools e.g. my alma mater). The
school is highly active with regard to various EU-funded projects and is the only Polish-speaking
high school in Czech Republic. The presentation will encourage the students to be more proactive
regarding their future studies and professional decisions.

· Attempt to contact local mass-media (most probably targeting mostly Czech media due to
language relevance) to spread the activities of the consortium, the Marie Curie Actions and of
the individual activities of the researches.

· Support an educational and entertaining YouTube channel, on which I will present my project,
its findings and other relevant information.
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 Asad Ali - Personal Career Development Plan 

Name of fellow: Asad Ali 

 

Department and university at Beneficiary side: Faculty of Information Technology and Communication 

Sciences, Tampere University 

 

Department and university at the academic secondment side: Department of Telecommunications, Brno 

University of Technology 

 

Planned industrial secondment: Ericsson, Finland 

 

Name of the Main Supervisor: Assistant Prof. Sergey Andreev 

 

Name of the additional academic and industrial supervisors: Prof. Yevgeni Koucheryavy (Tampere Univer-

sity, Finland), Assoc. Prof. Jiri Hosek and Prof.  Jiri Misurec (Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic), 

and industrial mentor Johan Torsner (Ericsson, Finland)
 

 

Date:  

30.10.2019
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 Asad Ali - Personal Career Development Plan 

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED: 
 
Long-term career objectives (over 5 years):  
 

1) Goals: 

 

My key goal would be to strengthen my technical knowledge and to improve communication technology 

for wearables such as AR/VR and get familiar with best research practices and apply them in my own 

research. My research will focus on applications and challenges associated with mmWave frequency 

band communication for wearables. During my time as ESR, I plan on forming a network with researchers 

associated with fields of research akin to mine. I would spread my own research as openly as possible to 

promote collaboration with other researchers doing similar research like mine. I plan on finishing my 

Ph.D. on time and receive a joint Doctoral degree from Tampere University and the Brno University of 

Technology. Author multiple research publications.  

After finishing the Ph.D., my goal will be to start career in industrial research and development, where I 

can utilize my knowledge and experience gained while doing research in the A-WEAR project.   

 

2) What further research activity or other training is needed to attain these goals? 

 

I intend to improve my skills in performing simulation and mathematical analysis relating to mmWave

communication for wearables. For this purpose, I would need training in the following:

• 5G and mmWave architectures

• Stochastic Geometry

• Markov processes

• Multi-connectivity

• Mobility models

• Machine learning and AI techniques

 

For this purpose, I am planning to enroll in relevant courses and participate in workshops. They are listed 

below. 

 

I plan on attending the following courses at TAU:

• Network Analysis and Dimensioning

• 5G Mobile Communications

• Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning

• Artificial Intelligence

• 3D and Virtual Reality

 

I am also planning to participate in most of the events organized in the A-WEAR network:

• 2-5 December 2019: orientation camp and Fall school on “Localization and communication
enablers for wearables”, including half-day fellow presentations and team building activities

collocated with mid term check. It will include introductions, logistics and team building for the

A-WEAR team, technical training on seamless localization and low-energy communications in

IoWT, and complementary skills on ethics in research, strategy & business planning and MyData.

• Half-day A-WEAR workshop at AGILE 2020 conference on wearables in smart cities

• 4-day summer school on “Machine Learning, Spatial analysis, and cybersecurity in wearables”,
including half-day fellow presentations and team building. Topics: machine learning, AI,

cryptography and cybersecurity, web and context-aware systems, public safety; complementary

skills on multi-cultural business communication and leadership.
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 Asad Ali - Personal Career Development Plan 

• Joint virtual research seminar via Moodle2 and Echo tools covering edge and fog computing, 

physical layer parameter optimization and MAC protocols in wearables, and wearable 

applications and services. Lectures: all academic scientists-in-charge of A-WEAR.  

• 4-day summer school on “Critical Industrial Applications in 5G-Internet of Things (IoT) 

Ecosystem”, including half-day fellow presentations and team building activities. Technical 

topics: privacy, precise indoor positioning for industrial applications, low-latency communication 

architectures. Complementary skills: legal aspects of security and privacy protection and from 

idea to commercial product.    

• 2.5-Workshop, including one-day fellow presentations and team building activities and 

complementary skills training on languages, communications, business, fundraising, 

entrepreneurship skills & success stories. 

• 2.5-day workshop, including one-day fellow presentations and team building activities and 

complementary skills training on multi-cultural environments, R&D project management & legal 

aspects and IPR 
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 Asad Ali - Personal Career Development Plan 

Short-term objectives (1-2 years):   
 
 
1) Expected Research results 

• Develop a spatial and time-based framework for system-level mmWave communication.  

• Extend this framework for a scenario where the user is mobile.  

• Apply this framework to the multi-users multi-connectivity scenario. 

• Validate the results by performing measurement tests.  

 

 

2)    Anticipated networking opportunities 

• I plan on working closely with supervisors and their team at Tampere University, Brno University 

of Technology and Ericson, Finland. 

• There is also an opportunity to collaborate with a team of researchers at the University of Oulu.  

• International conferences will also serve as great opportunities for networking with fellow 

researchers working on similar topics. 

 

 

3) Short-term goals 

• To understand deeply the networking constraints of emerging wearables in mmWave bands. 

• To ensure that wearable-centric information is produced and consumed appropriately by a 

multitude of devices and users of future 5G networks. 

• To study mmWave interference in commuters equipped with AR/VR glasses. 

• To develop a proof-of-concept demonstrator for mmWave wearable communications and 

networking. 

 

 

4)    Tentative plan 

Step 1: (Sep 2019 – Oct 2019) 

• Synchronize with the supervisors at TAU by literature study of directional deafness in mmWave 

communication and performing simulation in MATLAB.  

•  Attending the PRISMA conference. 

• Participating in the DELTA doctoral training network workshop. 

• Submitting an extended abstract based on future work based on directional deafness in 

mmWave communication in URSI workshop. Presenting said extended abstract at the URSI 

workshop.  

 

Step 2: (Nov 2019 – Jun 2020) 

• Extending the work on directional deafness in mmWave communication by performing spatial 

and time-based system-level simulation and analysis.  

• Publish the results in a conference paper and later extend that to be published in a journal paper. 

• Start collaboration with researchers at the University of Oulu on short-range mmWave 

communication. 

 

Step 3: (Jul 2020– Dec 2020) 

• The first phase of the secondment at BUT for 6 months. 

• Learn to perform measurements and use them to validate simulation and analysis results.  

• Publish the results in Journal paper.  
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• Publish the results from the collaboration with the Oulu team in a conference paper. 

 

Step 4: (Jan 2021– Jun 2021) 

• Possibly extend the work on system-level simulation and analysis for mmWave communication 

for wearables.  

• 3 months of industrial secondment with Ericsson, Finland. Use their equipment to perform 

measurements. Use the measurement results to improve the system-level simulation and 

analysis framework.   

• Publish the results in Journal paper.  

 

Step 5: (Jul 2021– Dec 2021) 

• Start the second phase of secondment at BUT for 6 months. 

• During this time at BUT publish a conference paper and later extend it to a journal paper. 

 

Step 6: (Jan 2022– Aug 2022) 

• Complete writing the Ph.D. thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature of fellow

Asad Ali

 
Date: 

 

Name and signature of supervisors

Assistant Prof. Sergey Andreev

 
Date:

Prof. Yevgeni Koucheryavy

 
Date: 

30.10.2019

30.10.2019

30.10.2019
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Assoc. Prof. Jiri Hosek 

 
Date:

Prof. Jiri Misurec

Date:  

 

30.10.2019

30.10.2019
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Name of fellow: Sylvia Holcer 
 
Department and university at Beneficiary side: Universitat Jaume I, Spain  
 
Department and university at the academic secondment side: Brno University of Technology, Czech 
Republic  
 
Planned industrial secondment: Castellon Police Department, Spain, S2 Grupo, Spain  
 
Name of the Main Supervisor: Michael Gould Carlson 
 
Name of the additional academic and industrial supervisors: Prof. Inmaculada Remolar (Universitat Jaume I, 
Spain), Assoc. Prof. Jan Hajny (Brno University of Technology, Czech republic) and industrial mentors: Jose 
Luis Carque and Jorge Verchili Andreu (Castellon Police Department, Spain) and Stefan Beyer (S2 Grupo, 
Spain)  
 
Date
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED: 
 
 The ESR-7 research project will focus on aspects of location privacy, paying specific attention to 

wearables and 5G networks. Location privacy affects and is affected by law, ethics, human-computer 

interaction, psychology, marketing, advances in technology, and more. Researchers, developers, decision-

makers and the general public would be better informed from research covering all crucial areas of location 

privacy. Major accomplishments will include a total of five publications and a Thesis addressing the privacy 

paradox and privacy preservation methods along with their risks and implications in a chosen area such as 

Smart Cities.  

 
Long-term career objectives (over 5 years): 
 
 Smart technology is being developed and implemented by a variety of sectors such as education, 

health, transportation, and security. Each sector has different uses for these devices, but they will all have 

some degree of issue with privacy. My goal is to be able to identify these issues and be able to resolve 

them, as a part of the development or implementation stage. After graduation this could be done through 

either educational roles through research, workshops, and lectures, or through consultation roles. The A-

WEAR project will provide me with the opportunity to research and learn about all aspects of privacy, to 

see specific applications of new 5G wearables, to understand their market, to gain professional experience 

from the collaboration with the police and a cybersecurity firm, and ultimately help me choose which roles 

I will want to take up in my career. 

Expected date of graduation: September 2022 

 
Short-term objectives (1-2 years): 
 
 The first short-term objective is to write a review of all literature relating to location privacy in 

indoor positioning systems, as a measure to capture the sentiments, issues, solutions, and research 

developments in this field. To assist with this task, conferences and workshops based on urban mobility, 

privacy, and 5G networks will be sought out and attended where possible and relevant.  

 The second short-term objective is to learn about cryptography and cybersecurity in more detail 

because it plays an important role in privacy.  

 The third short-term objective is to improve academic communication skills by actively reading 

literature, working on my own writing to present ideas clearly and effectively, and seeking feedback and 

advice from colleagues and supervisors. 
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 Finally, the fourth short-term objective is to network with the different project fellows and 

researchers in other institutions through e-mails, workshops and conferences. This will provide the 

opportunity to find out what others are doing in their work, to receive feedback, to co-operate on similar 

goals, and gain new insights into the field.  
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 Ekaterina Svertoka - Personal Career Development Plan 
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED (half page should 
be sufficient): 
 

Today, people use great amount of different wearable devices to be always in touch, to be ready to join 
work/study process at any time, to monitor physical activity, to find their way toward the destination not 
only in the map, but  in the life as well. Wearables can facilitate life in many of its aspects, but in some 
cases, these devices are able even to help to save it.  

One of the directions considering wearables as necessity in such cases is work safety in manufacture, 
factories, industries, etc. Timely evacuation, identification of danger situations, precise ranging and position 
detection - such things provided by wearables allow to reduce the likelihood of accidents at work in the 
above places.  

As was written in the description, within the topic «Industrial wearables for work safety» it is 
necessary: 

1. To reduce the work place injuries in industrial environments by at least 85%, through the use of 
accurate person tracking through wearable devices, such as bracelets and wearables weaved in 
overalls and head-helmets;  

2. To detect unsafe postures and high-risk motions through wireless-based motion detectors; 
3. To optimize the interoperability of IoT wearables sensors used in real-time complex event 

processing;  
4. To test the developed algorithms in an industrial underground environment, such as buildings, 

mines and tunnels while in the industrial secondment. 
 
 
Long-term career objectives (over 5 years): (target 1/4-1/2 page) 
 
1) Goals: 

1.1)  Get into the process during the PhD stage: 
1.1.1) Acquire information necessary for completing tasks and presentation of future results.  
1.1.2) Perform the tasks set for this period and mentioned above. 
1.1.3) Attain international connections. 

1.2)  Finish PhD and become an independent researcher. 
1.3)  Continue research activity in this or adjacent fields. 
1.4)  Try myself as a lecturer.  
1.5)  Obtain Post-doctoral grant. 

 
2) What further research activity or other training is needed to attain these goals? 

2.1) Machine learning course. 
2.2) Networking course. 
2.3) Improvement of presentation and communication skills. 

3) Planned graduation date: October 2022 
 
Short-term objectives (1-2 years):  (target ½-1 page) 

x Search and study of comprehensive information about state of the art in using wearables/industrial 
wearables for work safety applications.  

x Search and study the main solutions in different issues associated with the work safety 
applications: gathering data from sensors, transmitting the data to servers, processing the data, ensuring 
the security of the data;  

x Study by simulation of a couple of work safety wearables. 
x Investigation/creation of a prototype for a work safety platform. Testing and optimization. 
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x Dissemination of the resullts in technical journals and international conferences. 
 
1) Research results  
Anticipated publications 

a) Journals: Sensors, IEEE Access, MDPI etc. 
b) Anticipated conference, workshop attendance, courses, and /or seminar presentations:  

Communications 2020, Communications 2022, ICL-GNSS 2020, ICL GNSS 2022, Wearable 
Technologies Conferences on Wearables in Germany, etc. 
 
 

2) Research Skills and techniques: 
a) Desired training in specific new areas, or technical expertise etc: 

a.1) Machine learning. 
a.2) Networking. 
a.3) IoT security. 
 

b) Planned courses  
b.1) Python. 
b.2) MATLAB. 
b.3) Signal processing.  
b.4) Machine learning. 
b.5) Networking. 
     

3) Communication skills: 
a) Desired communication skills to be acquired:  

a.1) Presentation skills. 
a.2) Speaking in front of large audiences. 

 
4) Other professional training  

a) Desired training in other skills (entrepreneurial, management, etc): entrepreneurial skills. 
 
5) Anticipated networking opportunities: 

5.1) Conferences, workshops, seasonal schools. 
5.1.1) A-Wear Winter Shop, Tampere, 2-5 December, 2019; 
5.1.2) Half-day A-WEAR workshop at AGILE 2020 conference  , 16 June, Crete;  
5.1.3) 4-days Summer school at UJI , Castellon, 23-26 June 2020; 
5.1.4) 4 days, Fall school at UPB, Bucharest, 12-16 October 2020 

 
5.2) Researchers in social media. 
Creating accounts and being active on Facebook, Research gate, Webropol, etc. 

 
6) Other activities (community, etc.) with professional relevance: 

x Identifying and staying in touch with people working in work safety area, in developing and 
using sensors and all types of industrial wearables; 

x Identifying and participating in seminars, symposiums related to any topic related to using 
wearables in work safety applications; 

x Visiting expositions, fairs and demos related to my area of research; 
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Raúl Casanova Marqués - Personal Career Development Plan 

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PROJECT AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED (half page should be 
enough): 
 
Long-term career objectives (over 5 years): (target 1/4-1/2 page) 
 
1) Goals: My long-term goal is to participate in projects related to the areas of cybersecurity, whether in the 

academic or industrial research environment. My bachelor's and master's degrees have provided me with 
a solid base to tackle research projects in these areas. However, progress towards my professional goals 
requires me to develop experience in the field of research.  Doing my PhD by participating in the A-WEAR 
project will provide me with this transdisciplinary experience and the opportunity to broaden my 
knowledge of cybersecurity in wearable devices. 

 
2) What further research activity or other training is needed to attain these goals? Participating in the 

European project A-WEAR will provide me with very important knowledge in order to achieve my 
objectives. However, I want to take advantage of the transversal training of this project to attend the 
conferences and workshops planned with the aim of strengthening my research skills and my knowledge 
in this field. 

 
3) Planned graduation date: In 2022. 
 
Short-term objectives (1-2 years): (target ½-1 page) 
 
1) Research results: 

a) Anticipated publications: I presented at the conference "XXXV Finnish URSI Convention on Radio 
Science (URSI 2019)" the paper "Anonymous Communication Using Wearables and Constrained 
Devices". However, the objective of my PhD is to design and evaluate new cryptographic technologies 
for the protection of the privacy and digital identity of electronic users, provide attribute-based 
authentication, guarantee user authenticity and find solutions to resolve the ineffective revocation of 
invalid users, as well as test and compare existing algorithms. Therefore, my future publications will 
focus on these topics. 

 
b) Anticipated conference, workshop attendance, courses, and /or seminar presentations: During my 

doctorate I hope to attend some conferences such as SECRYPT or ACM CCS WPES. In addition to 
attending the workshops, conferences and courses planned in the A-WEAR project 

 

• 1-week orientation camp and Fall school on “Localization and communication enablers for 
wearables”, including half-day fellow presentations and team building activities. 

• Half-day A-WEAR workshop at AGILE 2020 conference on wearables in smart cities. 
• 4-day summer school on “Machine Learning, Spatial analysis, and cybersecurity in wearables”, 

including half-day fellow presentations and team building. 
• Joint virtual research seminar via Moodle2 and Echo tools covering edge and fog computing, 

physical layer parameter optimization and MAC protocols in wearables, and wearable 
applications and services. 

• Half-day A-WEAR workshop 2 at IPIN 2021 conference on indoor location privacy of wearables. 
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2) Research Skills and techniques: 
a) Desired training in specific new areas, or technical expertise, etc. I would like to broaden my training 

in areas such as cryptography, biometrics and communication protocols such as RFID, NFC and BLE. 
 

b) Planned courses: I am currently taking a Foundations of Cryptology course. I will also attend other 
courses that I consider important and interesting during my PhD. 

 
3) Communication skills: 

a) Desired communication skills to be acquired: I would like to obtain at least level C1 of English and 
then try to reach level C2. Taking advantage of my doctorate in the Czech Republic, I would like to 
learn the local language and get some basic notions of the Czech language. 

 
4) Other professional training: 

a) Desired training in other skills (entrepreneurial, management, etc.). To be able to investigate with 
devices such as personal labels or smart cards I will need training in Smart card programming, FPGA 
programming and the different communication protocols used by these devices. 

 
5) Anticipated networking opportunities: During my PhD I hope to be able to expand my network with 

people with whom I can collaborate and share knowledge. Attending conferences and workshops of the 
A-WEAR project will give me that opportunity. 

 
6) Other activities (community, etc.) with professional relevance: 
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OFRESEARCHPROJECTANDMAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS EXPECTED(half page should
besufficient):

According to the International Data Corporation (IDC) (https://www.idc.com/),the marketof smart
wearabledevicesis growingrapidlyand thevalue of the worldwearablesmarketisanticipatedto reach
279millionunits by theend of2023.
Wearable thingsopen a newparadigmwheredevices are always multitasking(e.g.social networking,
gaming, transferring multimedia data, exchanging general-interest files, medicine functions such as
monitoringthe physicalconditionof the user,providingvaluable health information,etc.).
Thedevelopment of wearables from fitness trackers and smartwatches to smart clothingwith sensorsthat
teach robots how to reproducepeople'sactionshas been accelerated by a great desire of scientiststo
make technologyeasier to implement in our daily livesand non-stopcustomer expectations.Not long ago
devices were limited tohours, headsetsof virtual reality, but the development of innovative solutionsare
evolving,andthescaleofusageareexpanding.
Therefore, widespread adoptionof theinternet of things(IoT)paradigm is unlikely without embracingthe
conceptsofLarge-scale Smart Environmentswhere deviceswill co-operatein a decentralizedmannerwith
each other andwill be able to reach diverse interconnected software andapplications.
In order to enhancethe quality ofservice (QoS) and the overall systemperformanceinLSEscenarios
edge/fog/cloudcomputingarchitecturesaresupposedtobeimplemented. Edge/fog/cloudarchitectures
obligepropermodels with a highdevice autonomyandmanagementlevel.
Due to the fact thatLSE comprisesa large numberofconnected wearabledevices,detection, trust and
reputationevaluationof wearables and other characteristicsshouldbe under the controlofintelligent
management.
In order to enable the above and similar scenarios based on Social-aware discovery and data exchange
amongIoTdevices over EdgeComputingplatforms, A-WEARprojectwill bringnew edge/fogarchitectures
to improve the energy efficiency in wearables and to support massive, heterogeneous, and multi-
connectivity devices.

Objectives:
� Create novel interaction paradigms also taking into account the social and opportunistic

relationships andinteractions between entities involved in the Large-scaleSmart Environments
� Evaluate the role of social networksof objects inenablingtheuprisingparadigmof IoWT
� Offer suitable architecture forproperly exploitingCloudandFogcomputingparadigmsin a joint

way to support effective data exchangeamongIoTandIoWT devicesmovingacrossLSEs
� Investigate the virtualization of IoTdevices in fog/edgeinfrastructures

ExpectedResults:
� Smart techniques for IoTobjects discovery leveraging the Social IoTparadigm
� Definition of cognitive andsocial objects to support applications in smartenvironments with

IoWT devices
� Fog/Edge-based platforms supporting the migration of virtual images of IoT devices by also

usingthe container technology
� Orchestration mechanismsfor resources in the envisagedplatforms
� Definition andvalidation of algorithmsfor social basedcrowdsourcing

Long-termcareerobjectives (over5years):(target 1/4-1/2page)

My long-termcareergoal is to be highly skilled researcher. After my PhD studiesat theMediterranea
University ofReggioCalabriaand theTampere University ofTechnology,workingand trainingatEricsson, I
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wouldlike to continuecareer withinthe HigherEducationsectoras a lecturerandaresearcherin the area
of IoTandIoWT. Moreover, Iwould liketokeepresearch andpublishingasa researcherworkingin a lab for
anindustrycompany, or ina governmentdepartment.

1)Goals:
� DoublePhDdegree fromURCandTUT
� ProfessionalexperienceandtrainingatEricsson
� Postdoctoral studies
� Research career and industial career (research, publishingand consultancy)
� International collaboration in ScienceResearch

2)What furtherresearchactivityorother trainingisneededto attainthesegoals?
� Intensive coursesinInternet of Things,5G,Edge/Fog

3)Planned graduationdate:End of PhDCourseinNovember 2022–Final graduationexamsaroundApril
2023

Short-termobjectives(1-2years):(target ½-1page)
November2019–December 2020

� Literature review
� Backgroundin the fields of communicationandnavigation architectures inwearables, Internet

ofThingsand5Gtechnologies
� Background in the fields of edge/fogandcloudcomputing
� Communicationsprotocols in IoWT
� Specification of use casesfor the edgecomputinginwearable network case studies

January 2021–December 2021

� Use cases andapplicationsof the different wireless communicationsmechanismsfor IoT, IoWT,
andInternet of Everything

� Analysis andmodellingof the main characteristics andof the dynamicsof the social network of
objects and of defining the cognitive and social objects to support applications in smart
environmentswith IoWTdevices

January2022–November2022

� Understanding the effects ofmulti-connectivity
� Heterogeneous radio access technologies
� Mobility influenceonthe communicationsperformancein termsof availability, reliability, data

rate and latency
� PhDthesispreparation andinternaldefense

1)Research results
a)Anticipated publications:

� IEEE Journals, Transactions,Letters, andMagazines
� Springer/Elsevier/Wileyjournals

b)Anticipated conference,workshopattendance,courses,and/orseminarpresentations:
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� A-WEARtraining schools,workshopsandseminars
� PhDschoolson relevant topics formyresearch
� Joint virtual research seminarviaMoodle2 andEcho tools
� Conferenceson relevant topicsformyresearch(preferably IEEE/ACM)

2)Research Skillsandtechniques:
a)Desired traininginspecificnewareas,or technicalexpertiseetc

� Cloud/edge/fogcomputing
� Internet of things
� Meshsensor networks
� Mobile computing
� Software design

b)Planned courses
� Edge/fogandcloudcomputingandoriented-platformsin wearable Network
� Internet of Thingsapplications
� IoTwireless communications
� Multicast in 5G
� Vehicle-to-Xnetworksandnetworking protocols

3)Communication skills:
a)Desired communicationskillstobeacquired

� Written communicationskills
� Presentation skills
� Negotiation skills
� Public speakingskills
� Cross-culturalcommunication skills

4)Other professionaltraining
a)Desired traininginotherskills(entrepreneurial,management,etc)

� Scientific paperwriting skills
� Managementskills
� Reporting skills
� Businesspracticeskills
� Marketingskills
� Reserchmanagement skills
� Start-upskills

5)Anticipated networkingopportunities
� Network events
� Researchanddevelopmentmeetings
� Schools
� Conferences
� Workshops
� Seminars
� Trainings

6)Other activities(community,etc) withprofessionalrelevance:
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� Dissemination activitiesin socia media (Webropol, Facebook,LinkedIn, Zenodo, GitHub,
Bitbucket,Youtube,Twitter,ResearchGate, etc.)
















